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Mechanical furniture

Jean-François Leleu (attributed to), Secretary, circa 1770, Los Angeles, J. P. Getty Museum
(inv. 82.DA.81)

Mechanical furniture is in vogue in refined circles in the second half of the

18th century. From the 1750s onwards, cabinetmakers produce a large

number of pieces of furniture with a variety of functions in the same

structure, which can be converted at will, usually by means of a

sophisticated mechanical system concealed in the furniture. This is not to

be confused with secret furniture, which special feature is revealed by

simple manipulation of the furniture parts, such as double-bottomed

drawers. The mechanical furniture uses a system of springs, gears, racks or

cranks, metal elements assembled according to a particular science.

 

René Dubois, "à la Bourgogne" table, circa 1760, New York, Metropolitan Museum of Arts
(inv. 1982.60.60)

This taste for furniture with mechanisms is partly brought to France by

German cabinetmakers. Jean-François Œben (1721-1763), a German

craftsman who arrived in Paris around 1740, or Adam Weisweiler (1746-

1820), also born in Germany, produce pieces of “transformation” furniture.

David Roentgen (1743-1807), a German cabinetmaker who never settled in

Paris but supplied the Court with his elaborate furniture, creates pieces

with particularly sophisticated mechanisms whose excellence is recognised

throughout Europe. The French taste for this furniture is notably nourished

by English catalogues of furniture available for import, accompanied by

texts of presentation in French.

 

Pierre Garnier, Drop-front secretary (locksmithing detail),  Louis XVI period, Galerie Léage

The mechanisms of the “transformation” furniture are usually made by

clockmakers or locksmiths. However, some cabinetmakers design their own

mechanisms. This is the case of Jean-François Œben. Protected by the king,

he is freed from corporate constraints and in 1761 even received permission

to build a forge near his workshops at the Arsenal. In 1760, he is appointed

"ébéniste-mécanicien du Roi", a title created for him and which only David

Roentgen would later use.

 

Jean-François Œben, Jean-Henri Riesener, Louis XV's cylinder desk, 1760-1769, Versailles,
Châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon (inv. Vmb14454)

“Transformation” furniture is sought after by European aristocrats for

several reasons. Usually made to order, it sometimes meets very specific

needs by combining different uses or by multiplying storage elements and

accessories. The ingenuity of their creators is also a matter of appreciation

for the client. It meets the latest requirements for convenience and makes

the furniture an object at the cutting edge of modernity. It also has aesthetic

advantages, allowing certain elements of the furniture to do without

handles. Finally, mechanical furniture can be used to conceal valuable

documents or objects from indiscreet eyes or hands. 

The cylinder desk, probably invented around 1760 by Jean-François Œben, is

an example of a piece of mechanical furniture, which curtain, once lowered

and locked, allows the documents deposited in it to be kept safely. The Louis

XV model, created by Œben and completed by Jean-Henri Riesener (1734-

1806), is particularly elaborate: once locked, an external drawer allows

servants to reload the ink tank, without having to open the cabinet, thus do

not risking the discovery of confidential documents.

 

Jean-François Œben, "à la Bourgogne" table , circa 1760, Paris, Musée du Louvre
(inv. OA10001)

One of the best-known examples of this type of furniture is the one created

by Jean-François Œben in the early 1760s for the Duke of Burgundy, son of

Louis XV. As the little boy suffered from a handicap, this "Burgundy table"

enabled him to carry out several activities without having to move. This

piece of furniture combines a glass bookcase, a half chest of drawers, a flap

secretary, a bed table and a prie-Dieu. All of this can be activated by different

systems: the bookcase, for example, can be raised by a mechanism

combining crank, chain and rack.

Another talented cabinetmaker, David Roentgen, produced many pieces of

mechanical furniture. The desk he made for Johann Philipp von Walderdorff,

Archbishop and Elector of Trier, is often considered his most elaborate

piece. The opening of this desk and its countless drawers requires a precise

knowledge of its mechanisms. The desk is first opened by means of two

keys, and then each of its constituent parts is opened in a particular way: a

knob in the moulding at the top edge allows the small cabinet on top of the

piece to be swung open, revealing tiered platforms containing drawers. The

keyhole in the front is hidden behind a small plate, which slides when

another button, also incorporated in the moulding, is pressed. The

mechanisms are thus multiplied throughout the furniture, making it

difficult for an unsophisticated user to open.

 

Abraham Roentgen, Desk, circa 1758-1762, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum (inv. BK-16676)

Faithful witnesses of the taste of the Age of Enlightenment for mechanisms

and their ingenuity, the “transformation” furniture allowed the craftsmen to

express their creativity by multiple assemblies and combinations, and the

commissioners to satisfy precise desires. Today, they give us the pleasure of

research and surprise when we try to penetrate the secret of their systems.

 

See you next week for a new

interlude !

Meanwhile, you can follow us on at the gallery or on our websites:

https://www.francoisleage.com/fr/home

https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com 

See us on Instagram to follow our news!
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